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a b s t r a c t
Frequent itemset mining from data streams is an important data mining problem with
broad applications such as retail market data analysis, network monitoring, web usage
mining, and stock market prediction. However, it is also a difficult problem due to
the unbounded, high-speed and continuous characteristics of streaming data. Therefore,
extracting frequent itemsets from more recent data can enhance the analysis of stream
data. In this paper, we propose an efficient algorithm, calledMax-FISM (Maximal-Frequent
ItemsetsMining), for mining recent maximal frequent itemsets from a high-speed stream
of transactions within a sliding window. According to our algorithm, whenever a new
transaction is inserted in the currentwindow only itsmaximum itemset should be inserted
into a prefix tree-based summary data structure calledMax-Set formaintaining the number
of independent appearance of each transaction in the current window. Finally, the set
of recent maximal frequent itemsets is obtained from the current Max-Set. Experimental
studies show that the proposedMax-FISM algorithm is highly efficient in terms of memory
and time complexity for mining recent maximal frequent itemsets over high-speed
data streams.
Crown Copyright© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A data stream is an unbounded sequence of data elements continuously generated at a rapid rate and have a data
distribution that often changes with time.
Mining frequent patterns from data streams has become one of the most challenging problems in a wide range of
applications including market basket analysis, traffic signals analysis, web click-stream mining, ATM transactions analysis,
sensor network data analysis, etc.
There are some inherent challenges for data stream mining [1]. First, each data element can be examined at most once.
Second, although the data elements are continuously generated, the consumption ofmemory space should be limited. Third,
every incoming data element should be processed as fast as possible. Fourth, the analytical result of data stream should
be available with an acceptable quality when users request results. Due to the characteristics of data streams, traditional
frequent pattern mining algorithms cannot be directly applied.
In general, the mining result set includes a large number of frequent item sets. Therefore, closed or maximal frequent
item sets are often used to represent them in a more compact notation but finding such item sets over online transactional
data streams is not easy due to the requirements of a data stream [2].
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Depending on the streamprocessingmodel [3], the research of frequent patternsmining over data streams can be divided
into three categories: the landmark window model, the damped window model and the sliding window model. In the
landmark window model, the range of mining includes all the data between a specific timestamp, called the landmark,
and the current time. In the dampedwindowmodel (also referred to as the time fading window approach), each transaction
is associated with a weight depending on the order of its appearance. In other words, the new transactions of data receive
higherweights than the older ones. The last one is the sliding-windowmodel. In thismodel, the range ofmining is the length
of themost recent transactions within a window. In other words, the basic processing unit of window sliding is either a time
unit or an expired transaction.
Processing the recent data is usually important for the applications that handle stream oriented data. Therefore, the
sliding window model is widely used to find recent frequent patterns in data streams.
To discover frequent itemsets on a data stream, we cannot afford to keep all itemsets or even frequent itemsets in
the streaming environment, because of space and time constraints. On the other hand, any deletion may prevent us from
discovering future frequent itemsets [4]. Therefore, the challenge resides in organizing a compact data structure which does
not miss information of any frequent itemset over a sliding window and should be built with only one scan over the stream.
Motivated from these requirements, in this paper, we propose an efficient algorithm, called Max-FISM (Maximal-
Frequent ItemsetsMining), formining of recentmaximal frequent itemsets from a high-speed stream of transactionswithin
a sliding window. According to our algorithm, whenever a new transaction is inserted in the current window only its
maximum itemset should be inserted into a prefix tree-based summary data structure called Max-Set for maintaining the
number of independent appearance of each transaction in the current window. Finally, the set of recent maximal frequent
itemsets is obtained from the currentMax-Set.
Our comprehensive experimental results for both real and synthetic datasets show that the proposedMax-FISM algorithm
runs significantly faster and consumes less memory than previous well-known algorithms such as Moment [4] and MFI-
TransSW [5] when discovering recent frequent itemsets from a high-speed data stream.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the existing algorithms for frequent
pattern mining from a data stream. The problem is defined in Section 3. Section 4 presents the proposed algorithm.
Experiments are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this work in Section 6.
2. Related works
Mining frequent itemsets from databases was first introduced by Agrawal et al. [6] in 1993. This technique produces
the candidate itemsets of length k from the set of frequent itemsets of length k − 1. The main performance limitations of
Apriori-like approaches result from the requirement for multiple database scans and a large number of candidate itemsets.
In 1999, Pasquier et al. [7] provided an improved theory that all nonempty closed sub-itemsets of a frequent closed itemset
must be frequent as well. Following this theory, many other algorithms for closed itemset mining have been proposed [8,9].
Han et al. [10] proposed the frequent pattern tree (FP-tree) in 2000 which was the first attempt in mining frequent itemsets
without candidate generation and reduces the number of database scans by two. Introduction of the data structure adopted
in FP-Tree led to many other areas including mining frequent patterns with a prefix-tree structure from data streams [11].
Many algorithms have been proposed for finding frequent itemsets over data streams. However, because the scope of this
work includes frequent itemsets mining using a sliding window model, we focus primarily on studies related to window-
based algorithms.
The first effort tomine frequent itemsets over the entire history of data streamwasproposed byManku andMotwani [12].
They developed a single-pass algorithm, Lossy Counting based threemodulemethod BTS (Buffer-Trie-SetGen). The incoming
stream is divided into segments and it processes a number of segments in every batch; this algorithm provides approximate
results with an error bound.
The FDPMalgorithmproposed in [13] is based on the Chernoff bound for false negative or false positivemining of frequent
itemsets from high speed transactional data streams. It utilizes a running error parameter to prune itemsets and a reliability
parameter to control memory. Like Lossy Counting, FDPM processes a data stream in the segment-based manner, while it is
a false-negative oriented approach.
DSM-FI [11] is another algorithm that was developed to mine frequent itemsets over the entire historical stream data
using landmark windowmethod. DSM-FI extends prefix trees [10] for compact pattern representation, and adopts a typical
top-down frequent itemset discovery scheme. Every transaction is converted into k (the total number of items in the
transaction) small transactions and inserted into an extended prefix-tree-based summary data structure called the item-
suffix frequent itemset forest.
Mining recent frequent patterns using the slidingwindow technique has also been studied in the literature. Lee et al. [14]
proposed the SWF algorithm for mining of frequent itemsets within a sliding window, which is composed of a sequence of
partitions. All candidate 2-itemsets are maintained independently. The candidate 2-itemsets of the new incoming partition
are changedwith everywindowsliding. Consequently, all candidate itemsets are generated from these candidate 2-itemsets.
The set of frequent itemsets is generated by scanning the entire window. In this algorithm, to update the mining result, all
the transactions within the current window should be re-scanned.
Chang and Lee [15] proposed the SWFI algorithm for finding frequent itemsets within a transaction-sensitive sliding
window. A prefix tree lattice is constructed to store the current candidate itemsets and their frequencies. Another data
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structure called current transaction list (CTL) maintains all the transactions in the range of current sliding window. For each
incoming transaction, the algorithm inserts it into the CTL, counts the set of itemsets in the transaction and inserts the
itemsets into the current monitoring lattice. During window sliding, every itemset embedded in the oldest transaction is
deleted from the current monitoring lattice. At last, by traversing all the paths of the monitoring lattice, the set of frequent
itemsets in the monitoring lattice are found.
The methods discussed above find approximate frequent itemsets with an error bound. Very few techniques [4,5] find
the exact set of recent frequent itemsets from a data stream.
Chi et al. [4] proposedMoment algorithm tomine closed frequent itemsetswithin a transaction-sensitive slidingwindow
from continuous streaming data. They presented an in-memory data structure, the closed enumeration tree (CET), which
maintains a dynamical set of itemsets which contains (i) closed frequent itemsets, and (ii) itemsets that form a boundary
between closed frequent itemsets and the rest of the itemsets. They further divide itemsets on the boundary into two
categories, which correspond to the boundary between frequent and non-frequent itemsets, and the boundary between
closed and non-closed itemsets, respectively. When a new transaction enters, it traverses the related parts of the CET and
updates them. When a transaction is deleted from the current window, Moment also traverses the related parts of the CET
and changes them. As long as the window size is not large, and the concept drifts in the stream are too dramatic, the effects
of transactions moving in and out of a window cause change of status of many involved nodes. However, the exploration
and node type checking are time consuming.
Li et al. [5] proposed an Apriori-based algorithm, called MFI-Trans-SW to mine the complete set of recent frequent
itemsets from data streams. This algorithm uses the bit-sequence representation to keep track of the occurrence of all
items in the transactions of the current sliding window. The MFI-TransSW algorithm consists of three phases: window
initialization, window sliding and pattern generation. The window initialization phase is activated while the number of
transactions generated so far in a transaction data stream is less than or equal to a user-predefined sliding window size w.
In this phase, each itemof the new incoming transaction is transformed into its bit-sequence representation. InMFI-TransSW
algorithm, for each item X in the current transaction-sensitive slidingwindow TransSW, a bit sequencewithw bits, denoted
as Bit(X), is constructed. If an itemX is in the ith transaction of current TransSW, the ith bit of Bit(X) is set to be 1; otherwise, it
is set to be 0. Thewindow sliding phase is activated after the current slidingwindow TransSWbecomes full. A new incoming
transaction is appended to the current sliding window, and the oldest transaction is removed from the window. To remove
oldest information and to reflect the inclusion of new data it performs a bit-wise left-shift operation for all bit-sequences.
When the up-to-date set of frequent itemsets within the current sliding window is requested, MFI-TransSW algorithm uses
a level-wisemethod to generate the set of candidate itemsets with k items from the pre-known frequent itemsets with k−1
items according to the Apriori property [6]. Then, the algorithm uses the bitwise AND operation to compute the support (the
number of bit 1) of these candidates in order to find the frequent k-itemsets. The candidate-generation-then-testing process
is stopped until no new candidates with k+ 1 item are generated. Therefore, it suffers from the Apriori [6] limitation of vast
candidate itemset generation, especially whenmining stream data that include large number of long frequent itemsets with
lower support thresholds. Moreover, since the algorithmmaintains the bit-sequence information entirely for all items in the
current window, it is not efficient in term of memory usage when the window includes large number of transactions and
distinct items, which is very common in data stream environment.
Because the focus of the paper is on frequent itemsets mining over data streams within a sliding window, we compare
with the algorithms Moment [4] and MFI-Trans-SW [5].
Comprehensive experiments show that the proposed algorithm not only acquires highly accurate mining results, but
also runs significantly faster and consumes less memory than well-known algorithms Moment [4] and MFI-Trans-SW [5]
for mining frequent itemsets over sliding windows.
3. Problem statement
We formalize our research problem as follows to explain the concepts of frequent itemsets mining over a data stream
more formally. Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , in}be a set ofndistinct literals, called itemswhich are units of information in an application
domain and let D = [T1, T2, . . . , Tm) be an infinite data stream, where each transaction Ti ∈ D, i ∈ [1,m], is a subset of I
and has a unique Transaction IDentifier (TID). A windowW consists a set of w recent transactions and slide transaction-by-
transaction i.e., each slide of the window introduces a new transaction and removes the oldest transaction from the current
windowW .
Therefore, given a continuous data stream D = [T1, T2, . . . , Tm) and the user-specified minimum support threshold s in
the range of [0, 1], mining of itemsets inW that have support no less than a minimum support threshold s is the problem of
frequent itemsets mining in the data stream using the sliding windowmechanism. Our objective is to develop a single-pass
algorithm that discovers maximal frequent itemsets using a sliding windowmechanism. To achieve this objective, we have
designedMax-FISM algorithm, which finds maximal frequent itemsets in a sliding window manner.
4. The Max-FISM algorithm
We present the algorithm Max-FISM (Maximal-Frequent Itemsets Mining) for online mining of frequent itemsets in a
sliding window of a continuous data stream. There are two phases in the proposed sliding windowmethod. One is awindow
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initialization phase. This phase is activated while the number of transactions entered in the current windowW is less than
or equal to w. Therefore, a new transaction is entered to the current window and the total number of transactions in W is
increased by one. The other is a window sliding phase. This phase is activated after the current window becomes full. A new
transaction is entered to the current window and the oldest transaction is removed from the current window. Therefore,
theMax-FISM algorithm consists of the following five steps.
• Step 1. Read and sort a transaction.
• Step 2. Insert new Max-itemset in the proposed summary data structure, calledMax-Set.
• Step 3. Eliminate the effect of the oldest transaction in the current window from theMax-Set.
• Step 4. Find the maximal frequent itemsets from the currentMax-Set.
• Step 5: PruneMax-Set.
In reality, a data stream can be too large to be fully sorted in memory, but it is always possible to sort the items in
each transaction due to the limited number of items in transaction, and sorted transactions can be processed much more
efficiently than the unsorted itemsets [16].
Steps 1 and 2 are performed in sequence for a new transaction. Step 3 is performed only in the window sliding phase.
Step 4 is performed only when the up-to-date set of recent frequent itemsets is requested. Step 5 can take place periodically
or when it is needed.
Since the reading of a basic window of transactions from the buffer in main-memory is straightforward, we shall
henceforth focus on Steps 2 and 3 (discussed in Section 4.1), step 4 (discussed in Section 4.2), and step 5 (discussed in
Section 4.3).
4.1. Effective construction and maintenance of Max-Set
We describe the method which constructs and maintains the proposed in-memory prefix-tree based data structure,
calledMax-Set. Before discussing the construction process for theMax-Set, we provide a brief description of its structure. A
Max-Set consists of one root node referred to as ‘‘null’’, a set of nodes in the form (itemset, I.Cnt) representingMax-itemset of
a transaction and the total number of its independent appearance in the current window, and a pointer pointing to the right
most leaf in theMax-Set. In theMax-Set, the leaves point to each other from right to left order as shown in Fig. 1. The necessity
of using these pointers will be discussed later in Section 4.2. Like a prefix-tree, each node in aMax-Set explicitly maintains
parent, children, the itemset name and a counter to record the independent appearance count of the corresponding itemset
in the current window.
We propose the novel concept of maintaining only the count of Max-itemset for a transaction, instead of maintaining all
subsets of transaction in the tree. We call such a tree theMax-Set.
Based on the above discussion, a Max-Itemset can be defined as follows.
Definition 1. Let T = {A, C,D} be a transaction in a data streamwith items sorted according to a predefined sort order. The
largest subset among the subsets of a transaction is called Max-itemset. For example, the itemset ACD is the Max-itemset of
this transaction.
In the proposed method, initially, the Max-Set is empty, whenever a new transaction Ti, i ∈ [1,m], is inserted in the
current windowW , only its max-itemset in a predefined item order should be inserted in theMax-Set. If Max-Itemset of the
new transaction is inside theMax-Set, its counter is increased by 1. If it was not available in theMax-Set, the corresponding
node is added toMax-Set and its counter is initialized at 1. For example, if itemset ACD first appears as Max-itemset induced
by a transaction of the current window, its corresponding node should be created in theMax-Set and its counter should be
initialized by 1 i.e., I.CntACD = 1.
A parent node in the Max-Set does not inherit the support count of its children. It only keeps the independent support
value of the corresponding itemset in the current window.
Upon entrance of each transaction, each leaf node that is created in Max-Set should identify its previous and next leaf
node in the Max-Set. For this purpose, the Max-FISM obtains a bit representation of the leaf itemset and then changes it to
a decimal form. Note that itemsets with higher decimal numbers are arranged at the left side of the tree. As an example,
consider theMax-Set in Fig. 1. We assign a decimal number for each of the leaf nodes as follows.
AB = 1100 = 12
ACD = 1011 = 11
BCD = 0111 = 7
BD = 0101 = 5
D = 0001 = 1
12 < 11 < 7 < 5 < 1.
The correct position of each newly arrived leaf node can be found by using the obtained order between decimal forms of
leaf nodes. Then the relevant pointers should be updated.
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Fig. 1. Nodes of aMax-Set.
Fig. 2. TheMax-Set construction algorithm.
After sliding the currentwindow in thewindow sliding phase, theMax-Set is updated by deducting the oldest transaction
information and inserting a new transaction. Therefore, a newly generated transaction should be appended and the
corresponding node of max-itemset in theMax-Set that is induced by the oldest transaction is decreased by 1. If its count is
zero, that node will be pruned fromMax-Set. Through the construction mechanism, we observe the following property of a
Max-Set.
Property 1. The total frequency count of any node in a Max-Set is equal to the independent appearance count of the
corresponding itemset in the current window.
Therefore, based on theMax-Set construction technique discussed above, the following lemma holds for aMax-Set.
Lemma 1. Given a window sizew on a data stream D, without considering the root node, the size of a Max-Set is bounded byw.
Proof. Based on the Max-Set construction process, each transaction Ti, i ∈ [1,m], in W contributes at one node Max-Set.
Therefore, the total size contribution of all transactions in W is at the most w. However, because there are usually many
common transactions in a window, the size of aMax-Set is normally much smaller thanw. 
Lemma 1 highlights how compactly and completely the Max-Set captures the stream data in the current window. The
compactness and completeness of the Max-Set enables mining of frequent itemsets without any loss, because there is no
requirement for any approximation or error bound. Moreover, mining the Max-Set can be delayed until needed, because
Max-Set constantlymaintains a ready-to-mine platform at eachwindowwith exact recent information. Since in thismethod,
from each transaction onlyMax-Itemset is considered, the processing time for each transaction is very low as compared to
the case which all subsets should be monitored. Therefore, when transactions in data streams arrive in large volumes at
an unanticipated rate, most transactions can be processed by using this method. So, this method increases the accuracy of
results. Fig. 2 outlines the algorithm ofMax-Set construction and maintenance in theMax-FISM algorithm.
In the next subsection, we focus on the technique used to discover Maximal frequent itemsets from the tree structure of
theMax-Set during stream flow.
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4.2. Determining maximal frequent itemsets from the Max-Set
Thus far, we have shown how aMax-Set can be constructed and maintain a ready-to-mine platform at each window, for
the mining of exact frequent itemsets in the current window without any approximations or error bounds. The frequent
itemsets selection phase is performed only when the mining result of the current window is requested. TheMax-FISM can
find the set of all currently frequent itemsets by upward and left to right traverse of theMax-Set.
In the Max-Set traverse step, to record the essential information about the previous itemsets, Max-FISM uses two list
which are calledMFI list andMIFI list.
Definition 2. MFI list contains allMaximal Frequent Itemsets (MFI) that have been found so far by traversingMax-Set.
Definition 3. MIFI List contains allMinimal InFrequent Itemsets (MIFI) that have been identified so far in this traversing.
Definition 4. Minimal InFrequent Itemsets are the set of itemsets that are not deemed frequent, but all their immediate
subsets are frequent. They are denoted byMIFIs.
WhenMax-FISM reaches a node,MFI list andMIFI list should be searched before investigating the corresponding itemset.
MFI list should be searched because if the corresponding itemset or its superset is available in the MFI list, the itemset
will be left without investigation. Then, Max-FISM considers the leaf node in the next branch of Max-set. In a prefix-tree
based structure, a branch is represented by a path from root to a leaf. MIFI List also should be searched for the purpose
that if the corresponding itemset or its subset is available in the list, the itemset will be left without investigation. Then
Max-FISM considers the (n − 1)-subsets of the n-itemset, that do not contain any MIFI. In this algorithm, most of the
itemsets are considered as the subset of the previous itemsets in the Max-Set before Max-FISM reaches their position in
theMax-Set traversing. Therefore, those itemsets that are specified as an infrequent itemset, should be kept in a list to avoid
reconsideration.
If the subset of the intended itemset is not in the MIFI list and also its superset is not in the MFI list, the real count of
the corresponding itemset in the current window should be obtained from total initial count and its supersets count in the
Max-Set. Since this itemset has a node on Max-Set, its supersets are located in its child nodes and previous nodes in the
Max-Set. Child nodes can be accessedmore easily. In order to find superset nodes which are in theMax-Set before this node,
only the leaf nodes should be searched. Because each node in the prefix tree based structure, as shown in Fig. 1, contains the
parent itemset as well. Since the route betweenMax-Set leaf nodes is kept by using pointers, this search is done quickly.
SoMax-FISM begins with child nodes and searches the leaves one by one respectively until it comes to the last leaf node
in the left side of theMax-Set. In case a leaf node contains that itemset,Max-FISM continues in that path and goes up as the
nodes containing that itemset are available and adds the count of them to the itemset count.
In this stage, the search space is very small, since most branches are not included in the search space because their
leaf node does not contain the intended itemset. Furthermore, since in this method, from each transaction only the Max-
Itemset ismonitored, the number of nodes in each branch is not high and therefore, the supersets of an itemset will be found
immediately.
Now Max-FISM has obtained the real count of the itemset that is total count of the itemset in the current window. If
the real count of the itemset is more than the minimum support threshold s, it is added to the MFI list and the MFI list will
be updated by removing its subsets. Then Max-FISM investigates the leaf node in the next branch. If it is not frequent, the
(n − 1)-subsets of n-itemset should be investigated on the Max-Set. Among its (n − 1)-subsets, the position of which does
not include the last item will be located in that branch and the position of the rest of (n− 1)-subsets in theMax-Set will be
after this branch. In order to obtain the real count of any of (n− 1)-subsets, if (n− 1)-subsets have no node on theMax-Set,
the supersets search space is begun from leaf node that has higher decimal number from intended itemset to the left most
leaf in theMax-Set.
In case none of (n − 1)-subsets is frequent, (n − 1)-subsets will be added to MIFI list by removing their supersets from
that list. Then Max-FISM investigates the (n − 2)-subsets of this n-itemset. This loop continues until a MFI is found in that
path. ThenMax-FISM considers the leaf node in the next branch. Fig. 3 shows the pseudo code ofMax-FISM.
In this method, since most itemsets are considered earlier before Max-FISM reaches their position in the Max-set
traversing, the whole computational load occurs in the first branches. Unless an itemset has only a few independent
appearances in a window and is not among subsets of other itemsets, that itemset will not be considered until its position
is traversed.
We use an example to illustrate the construction of the summary data structureMax-Set from stream data and demon-
strate the major steps ofMax-FISM in mining maximal frequent itemsets.
Example 1. Assume that the current windowW contains eight transactions and the minimum support threshold s is 0.25.
Fig. 4 shows W in a lexicographical item order with corresponding transaction TIDs and the Max-Set constructed after
processing all the transactions of window W by Max-FISM algorithm. Note that each node of the form (itemset: I.Cnt)
consists of two fields: itemset name and independent support. For example, (ABC: 4) indicates that, itemset ABC appeared
independently four times in the current window. TheMaximal frequent itemsets mining in the current windowW , byMax-
FISM algorithm is described as follows.
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Fig. 3. The main framework ofMax-FISM.
Upon a user request theMax-FISM algorithm runs themaximal frequent itemsets mining phase. First of all, theMax-FISM
algorithm reads the left most leaf node, i.e., ABC .
ABC with the current count is frequent and therefore,Max-FISM inserts ABC into theMFI-list as shown in Fig. 4(c). Then
Max-FISM goes to a leaf node in the next branch, i.e., ACD.
In order to obtain the real count of ACD,Max-FISM should obtain the count of its supersets. For this purpose, the algorithm
should begin the search from children of ACD. ACD node is the leaf node and has no child. Then Max-FISM goes to the next
leaf node, i.e., ABC which does not include ACD and is the last leaf node in the search space. Therefore, real count of ACD
is 1 which is not frequent in the current window. Therefore, ACD is stored in the MIFI-list as shown in Fig. 4(c). Then Max-
FISM considers its (2)-subsets, i.e., AC, AD, CD. Since the superset of AC is in theMFI-list,Max-FISM leaves it without further
investigation. Then the algorithm considers AD. AD has no node on theMax-Set. In order to obtain its real count, the supersets
search space is begun from the leaf node that has the higher decimal number from AD to the left most leaf in the Max-Set.
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Fig. 4. A running example.
Therefore,Max-FISM obtains a bit representation of AD, i.e., 1001 and then changes it to a decimal form, i.e., 9. Note that leaf
node with higher decimal numbers are in the search space, i.e., ACD and ABC . The result of this search is to inherit the count
of ACD, i.e., 1. Therefore, AD is not frequent and is added to theMIFI-list and its superset, i.e., ACD is deleted from theMIFI-list
as shown in Fig. 4(c). Then Max-FISM considers the (1)-subset of AD, i.e., D. D has no node on the Max-set. Therefore, Max-
FISM obtains a bit representation of D, i.e., 0001 and then changes it to a decimal form, i.e., 1. Therefore, Max-FISM begins
searching to find supersets from the leaf node with higher decimal number from D to the left most leaf in the Max-Set,
i.e., BD, BC, ACD and ABC respectively. The result of this search is total count of ACD and BD, i.e., 2. Therefore D is frequent
and is added toMFI-list. ThenMax-FISM goes to CD node.
Since, its subset in the MIFI-list and its superset in the MFI-list are not available, it investigates CD.CD has no node on
theMax-Set. So,Max-FISM obtains a bit representation of CD, i.e., 0011 and then a decimal form, i.e., 3. Therefore,Max-FISM
begins searching to find supersets from the leaf node with higher decimal number from CD to the left most leaf in theMax-
Set, i.e., BD, BC, ACD and ABC respectively. The result of this search is count ACD, i.e., 1. Therefore, CD is an infrequent itemset
in the current window and is added to theMIFI-list. Since, D and the superset of C are available in theMFI-list, they are not
investigated. Then Max-FISM goes to the leaf node in the next branch, i.e., BC . Since, the superset of BC in the MFI-list is
available, it will be left without investigation. Then Max-FISM goes to the leaf node in the next branch, i.e., BD. Since, BD
has no superset on the Max-Set, its real count is 1 which is not frequent. Therefore, BD is added to the MIFI-list. Since its
(1)-subsets, i.e., B and D are both in theMFI-list, they are not considered.
At this stage, after processing all the nodes in the Max-Set, the MFI list generated by Max-FISM algorithm contains the
set of current maximal frequent itemsets: {ABC, D} in the current window. Therefore, the set of all frequent itemsets can be
generated by enumerating the set: {ABC, D}. The result is shown in Fig. 4(c).
In the next section, we describe the steps of pruning some frequent itemsets fromMax-Set.
4.3. Pruning some frequent itemsets from the current Max-Set
TheMax-Setmay lose its property of compactness due to insertion of new transactions in theMax-Set construction phase.
In the proposedmethod, in order to reduce the number of itemsets that should bemaintained in theMax-Set, some itemsets
can be pruned from theMax-Set periodically or when it is needed without any decrease in the results accuracy.
The proposed technique prunes the corresponding node of subsets of those MFIs which are valid for a definite period of
time in the future. For this purpose, we defineMaximum Validity Time (MVT) for MFIs.
Definition 5 (Maximum Validity Time (MVT)). Given a frequent item set e in the current window W , MVT(e) is a measure
to indicate how long the itemset e will remain as a frequent itemset without any additional occurrence in the future
transactions of the window.
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Fig. 5. The pruning algorithm fromMax-Set.
In otherwords, the value ofMVT(e) is the identifier of the last future transaction thatwill regard the itemset e as a frequent
itemset by assuming that the itemset ewill not occur in the future transactions anymore. We need to identify the boundary
transaction in order to measureMVT (e).
Definition 6 (BOundary Transaction (BOT)). Given a frequent item set e in the current window W , from among the
transactions which include itemset e in the current windowW by assuming that the item set e will not occur in the future
transactions any more, BOT is the oldest transaction that by exiting from this window, itemset ewill no longer be frequent.
Therefore, during the Max-Set construction phase, we must record in the node containing each itemset the TIDs of all
transactionswhosemax-itemsets in the currentwindow are according to this itemset. The situation of BOT can be calculated
by using Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Given an itemset e in the current window W, where Supp(e) ≥ s, BOT (e) is (Supp(e) − s) ∗ w transaction after
the first transaction which includes the item set e.
Proof. Assuming that the itemset e does not occur in the future transactions that insert into the window, the transactions
including the itemset e exit from the window one by one by sliding the window. Therefore, this itemset will no longer be
frequent. The number of these transactions can be calculated by using (Supp(e)− s) ∗w. Therefore, BOT (e) can be obtained
by having the number of transactions including the itemset e.
For the current windowW , theMVT (e) can be obtained by Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2. Given a frequent item set e in the current window W, the MVT (e) can be obtained as follows:
MVT (e) = BOT (e)− 1. (1)
Proof. Suppose that subsequent transactions will not contain the itemset e. So, n = (Supp(e) − s) ∗ w means by exiting
n transaction including itemset e from this window, the itemset e also will be frequent. But by existing n + 1 transaction
including itemset e, it will no longer be frequent. BOT(e) denotes TID of transaction n+ 1. Consequently,MVT(e) is obtained
as follows:
MVT (e) = BOT (e)− 1. 
As proved in Theorem 2,MVT (e) depends on two factors:
1. Supp(e)− s;
2. the situation of transactions containing the itemset e in the current window.
Fig. 5 shows the pseudo code of the pruning algorithm fromMax-Set
Example 2. In Fig. 6, ABC has occurred in the transactions 2, 3, 5 and 7. If theminimum support threshold s is 0.25, according









∗ 6 = 2.
Therefore,MVT (ABC) is calculated by using the following formula:
MVT (ABC) = BOT (ABC)− 1 = 5− 1 = 4.
If we assume the itemset ABC does not appear in the next transactions, we remove the first four transactions from the
window, and then the itemset ABC will be frequent again. But upon deletion of the fifth transaction which is BOT (ABC), the
itemset ABC will become infrequent.
Therefore, to prune the subsets of a MFI from the Max-Set, its MVT should be greater or equal to the threshold defined
by the system. This threshold is measured based on the average of the intervals between previous requests of user for MFIs.
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Fig. 6. Current window.
For example, in a system, users may request new mining results every 100 transactions. On this basis, when pruning, the
system calculates the threshold based on the number of remaining transactions until the user’s next request.
This threshold can be updated by the system continuously since in a time interval, the system may face a large volume
of user’s requests. Therefore, the intervals between requests will become shorter and the threshold will come down. While
the interval of the requests is short, the Max-set leads to inconsistent structures as the stream flows. Therefore, in this
case when deleting the subsets of one MFI from theMax-Set, some information about the subsets must be recorded on the
corresponding node of MFI. So that upon exiting BOT from the window, a part of its subsets can enter Max-Set with the
frequency of MFI.
This method has no false negative error whenmost parts of the window are refreshed during further request of the user.
This is because, if after announcement of previous results to the user, a MFI becomes infrequent immediately by exiting BOT,
the system will have enough time to correct the results until the next request of user and the results will contain no false
negative error. In this paper, we assumed that most part of the window is refreshed until further request.
This technique focuses on the point atwhich the userwill be providedwith the accuratemining results. It ensures that the
Max-Set structure represent the exact content of the current window of stream and has the highest possible compactness.
In the proposed method contrary to previous methods, memory consumption decreases as the s decreases.
5. Experimental results
In this section,we report our experimental results of the performance analyses of theMax-FISM algorithm. To evaluate the
performance ofMax-FISM algorithm,we conduct empirical studies based on the IBM synthetic datasets [17]: T10.I5.D1000K,
T30.I20.D1000K and real dataset BMS-POS [18]. The parameters of synthetic data generated by IBM synthetic data
generator [2] denote the average transaction size (T ), the average potentially maximal frequent item set size (I), and the
total number of transactions (D), respectively. The first synthetic dataset T10.I5 is a sparse dataset. The second synthetic
dataset T30.I20 is a dense dataset. The real dataset BMS-POS has average transaction size 6.53 items and the total number
of transactions 515,597 transactions. It contains several years’ worth of point-of-sale data from a large electronics retailer
a dense dataset. In all experiments, the transactions of each data set are looked up one by one in sequence to simulate
the continuous characteristic of an online data stream. A force-pruning operation is performed whenever 10,000 new
transactions are generated only after the mining operation. All algorithms are implemented in java on a 3 GHz Intel Core 2
Duo PC with 2 GB main memory running Windows XP operating system.
In this experiment of study, we examine the two primary factors, execution time andmemory usage, for mining frequent
itemsets in a data stream environment, since both should be bounded online as time advances. To evaluate the performance
ofMax-FISM, we compare it with sliding-window based algorithmsMFI-Trans-SW andMoment in terms of thememory and
runtime requirement.
Experiment 1. In the first experiment, the performance of theMax-FISMmethod is comparedwith that ofMoment, andMFI-
TransSW in term of memory usage. Fig. 7 shows the results of the experiment in several datasets under different window
sizes. The x-axes of the graphs represent the variation of window size in number of transactions for each dataset. While the
y-axes show the memory usage. The large window-size is different for different data sets, because the number of available
transactions in each data set is different.
For example, Fig. 7(a) illustrates the results on T10I5D1000K when the window size w grows from 200 K to 1000 K
transactions, respectively. The memory usage for T30I20D1000K also is illustrated in Fig. 7(b) while that for the data set
BMS-POS is shown in Fig. 7(c).
Since in Moment, MFI-TransSW and Max-FISM, one update consists of adding a new transaction to and deleting an old
transaction from a sliding window, each sliding window differs from the previous one by exactly one transaction. That is,
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(a) On dataset T10I5D1000K. (b) On data set T30I20D1000k.
(c) On data set BMS-POS.
Fig. 7. Memory comparison.
for example when the sliding window size is 100,000, the first sliding window contains transactions 1–100,000; the second
sliding window contains transactions 2–100,001, and so on. Therefore, to reduce variation, for each experiment we have
executed over some consecutive sliding windows for each window size and reported the average performance over these
sliding windows.
While comparing Max-FISM with Moment and MFI-TransSW, Fig. 7 demonstrates that for all window sizes Max-FISM
requires less memory; the especially significant improvement in the dense datasets (e.g., T30I20D1000K ), due to the
high level of association among patterns in such datasets. For example, size improvements of Max-FISM in T30I20D1000K
(Fig. 7(b)) for all window sizes are remarkable compared with other datasets.
The overall memory requirement of Max-FISM is reduced by maintaining only a few nodes (the only nodes keeping
maximal itemset of each transaction in the data stream) to ensure search efficiency and a low memory usage. The number
of items recorded inMomentT is larger than the number of closed itemsets in a given data stream and also much larger than
its maximal itemsets. Therefore, it is understandable thatMax-FISM consumes less memory thanMoment.
For MFI-TransSW we calculate the memory for a window by accumulating the bit-sequence sizes of all items in the
window and space to maintain other parameters such as item names and frequency count of each item. The bit sequence
size for an item in awindow is exactly the same as the number of transactions in thewindow. Therefore,Max-FISM ’smemory
gain over the MFI-TransSW is more prominent when the window size is larger.
Therefore, Fig. 7 supports our claim that the physical memory requirement of Max-FISM for datasets with different
characteristics is less than that of MFI-TransSW and Moment.
The experimental results presented in the next subsection highlight the runtime performance gain of Max-FISM due to
its compact tree structure and efficient search mechanism.
Experiment 2. In this experiment, we compare the execution time of Max-FISM with Moment and MFI-TransSW under
different sliding window sizes in number of transactions over different datasets. We set the minimum support threshold s
to 0.3%.
We also analysed Max-FISM ’s performance by varying the min_sup values, as well over different datasets while the
window size was kept fixed at reasonably high values (the results are provided in the next subsection).
The time shown on the y-axis of each graph in Fig. 8 is the average total time required in all windows where the time
includes for updating tree for Moment and Max-FISM and bit-sequence representation for MFI-TransSW (for adding each
new transaction and deleting each old transaction), and that for mining frequent itemsets. While the x-axes show the
variation in window size. Therefore, each graph illustrates the trends in execution time with the variation of window size.
The experiments were performed with a mining request in each window.
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(a) On dataset T10I5D1000k. (b) On dataset T30I20D1000k.
(c) On dataset BMS-POS.
Fig. 8. Runtime comparison by varying the window size.
As shown in the graphs in Fig. 8, Max-FISM ’s overall runtime for the above datasets does not change significantly with
changes in the sliding window size. Mining time has a far greater impact on the total runtime than Max-Set updating
time. The stable running time of Max-FISM comes from its efficient search and mining mechanism. The Max-FISM mining
mechanism avoids traversing the whole Max-Set for the support estimation. One design consideration for Max-FISM is to
maintain pointers between leaves inMax-Set. The overall runtime required byMax-FISM is therefore small enough to handle
largerwindows in different datasets. This result demonstrates an advantage of theMax-FISM algorithm that it is not sensitive
to the sliding window size.
As shown in Fig. 8, forMFI-TransSWandMoment, in contrast, a considerable increase in the running timewith increasing
window size was observed. Therefore, in most cases, MFI-TransSW and Moment were not able to produce the frequent
patterns within a reasonable amount of time when window size was large.
In dense datasets, the number and average size of frequent patterns may vary substantially for different window sizes.
Nevertheless, MFI-TransSW andMoment will require large amount of execution time tomine from dense dataset T30I20
with huge and long frequent patterns. Hence, the performance gain ofMax-FISM over MFI-TransSW and Moment for dense
dataset (Fig. 8(b)) was found much promising.
It shows thatMax-FISM performs more efficiently than Moment and MFI-TransSW by multiple orders of magnitude.
Therefore, the results shown in Fig. 8 indicate clearly that Max-FISM can handle a variety of window sizes and produce
the exact set of recent frequent patterns within a reasonable amount of time over datasets of various characteristics.
Experiment 3. Fig. 9 provides a runtime efficiency comparison between Max-FISM, Moment and MFI-TransSW using the
same datasets based on changes in the min_sup value. We let the minimum support decrease from 1% to 0.2%.
As can be seen from the figure, asminimum support decreases, because the number of closed frequent itemsets increases,
the running time for Moment algorithm grows. The running time also grow for Apriori-based MFI-TransSW with low
minimum support thresholds. Such non-trivial cost of the approach is mainly dominated by its costly phase of handling
a huge number of candidate sets [6]. As shown in Fig. 9, the running time of Max-FISM and MFI-TransSW are similar for
higher min_sup values in the dense dataset T30I20D1000K. In the dense dataset, even at high minimum support, there are
much frequent itemsets. However, the gap in running time between these algorithms increased when the min_sup value
decreased. In the Max-FISM algorithm, when the minimum support decreases further, larger itemsets become frequent,
therefore processing time of maximal frequent itemset mining phase is diminished.
Apriori-based MFI-TransSW [5] and Moment [4] required a long runtime by using low support values. However,
increasing the minimum support value will negatively impact the mining results. The larger the minimum support value,
the lower the number of generated patterns is, and as a result, the higher the risk of losing useful patterns. From this point
of view,Max-FISM should be a better solution, compared to MFI-TransSW [5] and Moment in mining data streams with low
support values.
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(a) On dataset T10I5D1000K. (b) On dataset T30I20D1000K. (c) On dataset BMS-POS.
Fig. 9. Runtime comparison by varying the min_sup values.
These results show that Max-FISM outperforms Moment and MFI-TransSW in terms of both runtime and memory
consumption in data streams of different characteristics, when used to mine an exact set of recent frequent patterns from a
data stream.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an efficient single-pass algorithm, Max-FISM, to discover and maintain all Maximal frequent
itemsets in a sliding window that contains the most recent transactions in a data stream. In the Max-FISM algorithm, an
efficient in-memory data structure,Max-Set, is used to recordmax-itemsets of all transactions in the current slidingwindow.
In addition, in theMax-Set, the leaves point to each other from right to left order. In the proposedmethod, in order to reduce
the number of itemsets that should bemaintained in theMax-Set, some itemsets can be pruned from theMax-Set periodically
or when it is needed without any decrease in the results accuracy.
Experimental studies show that the running time of theMax-FISM algorithm is not sensitive to the sliding window size
and under low minimum supports; processing time of maximal frequent itemset mining phase is diminished. In addition,
when Max-FISM algorithm applied to dense data sets, Max-Set, has much less memory usage due to the high level of
association among patterns in such datasets.
The Max-FISM algorithm outperforms existing algorithms, such as Moment and MFI-TransSW in terms of both runtime
and memory consumption in data streams of different characteristics, when used to mine an exact set of frequent patterns
from a high-speed data stream within a sliding window.
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